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Tug McGraw was once asked if he preferred grass or artificial turf, to which he replied "I've
never smoked artificial turf." Not sure how that fits here, but it's pretty damn funny. In his latest,
Buckeye Insider Mike Furlan reports on a serious problem with the grass at Ohio Stadium. A
problem so serious ... that this could be the last season the Buckeyes play on natural grass at
The Shoe.

In case you haven't noticed ... the turf at Ohio Stadium looks like my redneck neighbors front
lawn - minus the car on blocks, pinwheels, and pink flamingos.
There are huge dead areas and divots everywhere. Heck, it looks like most of the Columbus
Municipal Golf Courses.

If you watch the game closely, you can see the players take up huge divots with their spikes,
as though they were nine irons. Larry Grant’s slip on his interception return against Northern
Illinois was a perfect example. Look at the tape if you can, his shoe tears a beaver pelt that
would make Tiger Woods proud. The ground is giving that easily; it's really astonishing.

I have the opportunity to see the field every Sunday morning, and I took the opportunity to take
a very close look at the grass to see what the hell the problem was. Don’t get me wrong, I am
not a grass engineer (like that annoying neighbor with the perfect green carpet in front of his
house), but I know a thing or two about a thing or two.

In order to assist the grass in its recovery following a game, it is common practice to aerate the
grass and use the opportunity to inject sand into the roots. This helps with drainage and airflow
and will generally hasten the recovery of the grass. Unfortunately ... there is an obvious side
effect. If you do this a lot, you will have a lot of sand in your topsoil. If there is too much sand in
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your topsoil than the soil itself is weakened and you will pull huge divots out easily. Does this
sound familiar?

As I looked down at the soil in my hand it became apparent to me that this is exactly what the
problem is. If we mowed the grass short enough my kids could build a sand castle right there
on the field. The “soil” looked to be about 50% sand.

This sounds really stupid, what is the big deal? The big deal is that this is a fast team and
loose turf means that cutting and power are going to affect the faster team more. It has become
such a big issue that the Athletic Department is footing the bill for new turf for the entire stadium
at a cost of about $100,000. The replacement started on Sunday, following the Penn State
game, and was completed this week.

The problem really does not end there though. Since the completion of the renovation project
about six years ago, the Athletic Department has struggled to maintain the field between games
as an unforeseen consequence of the renovation. During the renovation of the stadium, the
field was lowered fifteen feet and the height of the stadium was increased by about forty feet.
Now, especially following the Autumnal Equinox, the grass does not get the light necessary to
grow and recover at a healthy rate, due to the height of the stadium and its “North-South”
orientation.

The result of this quandary is that Ohio State will either be forced to replace the field every
year or two, as the sand builds up in the top soil, or the university will be forced to install “Field
Turf.” Right now, it appears as though the “Field Turf” side appears to be winning.
So enjoy the natural grass in Ohio Stadium while you can. This may be the last year for it.
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